
CHAT
From the middle of May 2019, Van Raam will be launching its latest bike on the market:

The Chat. The chat is intended for cycling together with children or adults who can no
longer participate in traffic alone. One accompanying person rides with one or two

persons. Soon there will be more information about this bike on our website.

Take a look at all the possibilities at www.vanraam.com 

Gratis Probefahrt!

Transport bicycle

On the Chat it is possible to talk to each
other during a bicycle tour (Chatting). Older
people, for example, can explore the city
together with young people and take on the
role of a "guide", telling stories from the
past and leading them out of their isolation
for a while. In addition, the bicycle is also
suitable for people who want to take a
guided tour, care facilities, but also e.g. for
holiday parks. 
 

 
In 2018, Van Raam came into contact with Cycling
Without Age (CWA). The social enterprise offers
(lonely) elderly people all over the world the
opportunity to go on bicycle tours together again
with the help of Riksja-like bicycles.
 
The founder of CWA and Van Raam agreed that
the current rickshaw bikes needed an update, so
Van Raam decided to consider a new
contemporary version of a rickshaw bike. And so it
happened...
 

Origin of the Chat

Our research and development department took
up this challenge and within 6 months we were
able to design a bike which was given the
appropriate name "Chat". The chat allows a rider
to transport two passengers sitting next to each
other on a bench on the front of the bike.

Development of the Chat

Purpose of the Chat

Features of the Chat

Dutch design, Made in Holland

A weapon against loneliness

Many storage possibilities

Simpel steering

Unique, powerful pedal support with a
reverse function
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